
AN OVERVIEW OF THE ISSUE OF AIRPORT SECURITIES

Airport security refers to the techniques and methods used in an attempt to protect passengers, .. Another problem that
some airports face is the proliferation of slums around the Calling Ben Gurion "the world's safest airport," Antonio
Villaraigosa, mayor of Los Angeles, has implemented the Israeli review in order to bring.

Israeli officials toured Los Angeles Airport in November to re-evaluate the airport after making security
upgrade recommendations in  In Terry the Supreme Court ruled that a policeman, based on his own instincts
and suspicions and on the need to protect himself and others, may conduct a limited search for weapons
without a warrant or probable cause to believe there was a crime Terry, at 6. When that happens, individuals
are usually asked to empty their pockets. Operators could even focus on these devices because they could be
used to conceal a threat object. Read the fact sheet Airports There are more than last-point-of-departure
airports with direct commercial flights to the U. But a passenger wishing to board an airplane has no choice
but to agree to the search. Airline passengers would not feel free to decline a request to submit to a search
because declining the search means declining the right to fly. Nonimaging dielectric portals based on
microwave irradiation are likely to raise health concerns similar to those raised over the imaging technologies,
but without the concerns about image data storage and projection. For both legal and practical reasons, under
the stop-and frisk justification the selection criteria used to identify those who could be subjected to additional
screening must be such that very large percentages of the population are not identified for further
investigation. In the case of current screening technologies, the legality of 5 Although not discussed, in the
latter category there may also be tort claims for assault and battery, false imprisonment, trespass to chattel,
negligence, fear of injury as opposed to actual injury , etc. Yet, questions may arise about whether a particular
search was appropriately conducted toward this objective. If an air carrier properly deploys and operates a
metal detector that satisfies the requirements set forth by the FAA for such devices, then the air carrier is
probably not liable for damage or invasion resulting from a potential claimant's passage through it if the
equipment is working properly. Product Liability Manufacturers and operators of a wide variety of products
have been found liable for injuries or perceived injuries resulting from the use of their products. The Central
Industrial Security Force , a paramilitary organisation, is in charge of airport security under the regulatory
framework of the Bureau of Civil Aviation Security Ministry of Civil Aviation. If selectivity is lacking, the
stop-and-frisk justification would come into question. In general practice, unacceptable materials are also
confiscated and have to post it back to yourself excluding nail clippers, nail files, umbrellas and racquets.
Following successful trials, the scheme has now been rolled out across all 44 airports. The FAA does not
mandate the use of a particular equipment for performing that function. Nevertheless, "even in a public place
Many of the legal issues discussed in this chapter are less of a concern to the FAA than to air carriers
operating the screening checkpoints or hiring contractors to operate them. Furthermore, units of the Finnish
Border Guard units at airports often arrest wanted individuals or fugitives at the border, and the Finnish
Customs seizes e. Be aware also that some airlines require boarding passes that you print at home to be in a
specific format e. The general climate of danger following the repeated hijackings of U. We have also put to
one side the exception allowing a search pursuant to a lawful arrest, as stated above. Domestic flights within
Icelandic territory are however exempted from the security rules. Some of the imaging technologies now being
investigated have the capability either to store the image data for future reconstruction or to print the image
and create a permanent copy. For reasons unrelated to immunity, security companies on some occasions but
not all have been found not to be liable for damages caused by the security-screening process because security
companies have no control over the configuration of the device; the companies merely operate it for the air
carrier, without the authority to change anything on or about the device Klopp v. More information can be
found on the website of the airport you are flying from, and usually from that of your airline or travel
company. Air carriers and their contracting screening companies must be prepared to demonstrate that their
equipment operates within the radiation dose range specified by the manufacturer and that these levels are safe
for all people. This enhanced screening may result in extended wait times, and travelers are encouraged to
arrive early for flights. Stop-and-Frisk Exception A stop-and-frisk exception to the Fourth Amendment
requirement for a search warrant occurs when an officer or another authority has a reasonable suspicion that
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another person is a threat. If the passenger is deemed to be lying, further biometric information is taken before
they are passed on to a human officer for review.


